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“I am like this only” vs “I would like to be like that”

Prakash Iyer

“He is made to be a mathematician.” “She is a saint.” “This boy is artistic, but �ckle. He can’t help it.” We say these things often about people

around us, and we are not merely labelling them, we are identifying their nature by considering some ways of thinking and behaving as

essential to them. ‘Their character’ is a simpler and polite term. The term is disconcerting because it has a sense of permanence to it. Habits

can go away, but character remains. Occasionally, our responses in some particular situations might be different from our usual habit, but

our character remains the same…so we think.

Since we imagine character to be innate, in an attempt to standardize good and bad character, moral education is led by principles and

maxims that everyone ought to learn. These principles are externally derived through theoretical reasoning, and moral education provides

maxims like, “Kindness is good”, “Lying is bad”, “Harming is wrong.” These principles are considered valid and added to the curriculum

because some reliable thinkers have employed rigorous logic and these principles.

Teaching and learning essentially means the transformation of learners’ minds. When we teach moral education, mathematics, history or

any subject, we aim to develop habits of thinking. We expect minds to transform in a way that when people face a moral situation they

decide what is the right thing to do, and do the right thing that has been established by the external principle. Similarly, we expect them to

think mathematically when required, historicize when needed.

But the idea of the formation of character that is permanent makes such transformation impossible. From a curriculum like this, at best

learners will accept the principle or maxim given to them, verbalize them when required, but it may not amount to the formation of moral

character.

Formation of character

To respond to this problem, we �rst need to understand better how our character is formed. A simple explanation for character formation is

that we are “born and brought up to be like that”. This is based on the assumption that heredity, genes and early life experiences form our

character in certain ways. We do know that genes and early life experiences contribute to what we become, but surely there is more to our

character than just their heredity and early life experiences.

The way our brain and mind are formed, causes us to think in certain ways. At the same time, our mind is formed by the way we think. It is a

two-way process. Early childhood learning is based on this thesis, and we see it working. When young children engage in games that involve

working on language, mathematics and/or morality, it helps them exercise their mind and develop habits of thinking that will eventually

support formal education later when they go to school. It works the same as physical exercise which strengthens some muscles, and forms

our body in a certain way.

While habit means repetition of the same act with no control over it – when it comes to thinking we repeat a certain way of thinking – not

just a particular act. Suppose we have many experiences in early life, where most people who helped us also expected something in return.

This could lead us into believing that relationships are essentially transactional. People give something and get something in return. If this

form of thinking becomes a habit, it is dif�cult, if not impossible, for us to consider that some acts of help could be purely altruistic.

Voluntarily creating our character

But both these causes, biology and our experiences, seem to indicate that the formation of character depends on other people and

circumstances. Does that mean we do not have any role to play in the formation of our character? Harry Frankfurt (American philosopher)

says something very important in relation to the formation of habits of thinking and character. The essential characteristic of our mind is

that it can self-objectify. By self-objecti�cation he means that our mind divides itself, and observes the thoughts going on within. Our minds

are structured in a way that this is what we do all the time. In fact, we cannot help but do this.

We only have to close our eyes for a few moments and we see thoughts crowding in our mind. We like some, we hate others, we are scared

of some; it is a melange of thoughts that Frankfurt calls “psychic raw material”. Our mind’s structure makes it possible for us to observe it

constantly, and to judge the thoughts that teem it. We observe the psychic raw material, judge it, ascertain what we feel about it and then

process it. This informs the way we think and the way we act. This is how habits of thinking are formed, Frankfurt says.

A friend was once telling me how hard he worked on overcoming stage fear. Others would tease him and make fun of him seeing that he was

nervous. Initially many thoughts, mostly related to fear and embarrassment, used to crowd his mind whenever he considered speaking in

public. He used to try to �ght it down by pretending he was not afraid, because he did not want to be seen as being afraid by others. That did

not work. The stage fear did not go away. He then started observing those thoughts and accepting the associated fear. He would go on the

stage, let the nervousness show itself, even talk or joke about it. Gradually he became comfortable with the nervousness, and this comfort
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decreased the nervousness substantially. Continuous practice of

standing on stage eventually made the fear disappear when he was on

stage. This was a voluntary act, since he managed his thoughts and

behaviour himself.

This narrative helps us realize that change in his habit of thinking was

voluntary, and it was also directed by purpose. The purpose in�uences

the way we judge a thought that comes into our mind. His purpose was

to become someone who is not afraid of speaking on stage. That is why

he dealt with the stage fear and nervousness the way he did. Others

could have chosen to accept stage fear and not to go on stage. But

purposes are not so simple. If we want to overcome stage fear because

we are scared that others will ridicule us, the habit will take one form. If

we do it because we enjoy being on stage, our character will be

different. If we want to demonstrate how intelligent we are, we could

become arrogant. Our purpose contributes to subtler and �ner aspects

of our character. These subtler aspects retain a connection of our

character with our life experiences and particularities of the

circumstances we live in.

Does character become static after it is developed?

Does it mean that even though we produce our character ourselves,

once our character is fully developed it becomes permanent? Once formed, are we bound to that character? Some philosophers say that we

voluntarily produce our character, and the essential responsibility is limited to the fact that we produced it. That would mean we can be

controlled by it, but not change it. The idea of a different character will not even come to our mind once we produce our character, because

our imagination of what else we can be will be sti�ed by our own character. We hear people often helplessly say, “What to do. I am like that

only.”

Frankfurt says that we need to think differently about responsibility. Our essential responsibility is not producing our character, it is

managing our character. We feel responsible for what we are used to

thinking, how we feel about our character at every instance when it

manifests itself. Whenever a situation demands a response from us, we

have to decide how to think, and our existing character will lend the

impulse for what we do. But in that moment we also feel responsible to

consider whether we like that aspect of our character or not. The

essential responsibility we have then is making a choice: do we do what

our character demands or otherwise? That question allows for the

possibility that we decide what choice to make.

“Even if we did cause ourselves to have certain inclinations and

tendencies, we can decisively rid ourselves of any responsibility for

their continuation by renouncing them and struggling conscientiously to

prevent them from affecting our conduct.” – Frankfurt

That is what my friend was doing with stage fear. He made a choice and

transcended immediate circumstances and the fear he felt. He managed

his habit of thinking and changed it. He demonstrated responsibility for

his character in the way Frankfurt describes responsibility. This came

from a voluntary response to immediate circumstances, rather than

from a principle or maxim given to him by someone else.

Implications on moral education

This way of thinking about the formation and change in character (habits of thinking) have signi�cant implications on moral education. It

opens up the possibility to develop moral education curriculum so as to locate it in certain situations and practices, rather than through text

with principles like “Cleanliness is godliness” or “Do not let kindness and truth leave you.” Unless these maxims are derived from actual

situations, they will be empty words. Virtues have to be developed through a direct engagement with situations and getting learners to

exercise critically re�ective personal responses. The teacher’s role would then be to nudge children to pause in their thinking, by asking the

questions that lead them to observe their mental response and judge what habit of thinking they would want to produce. Hence what

character they would want to develop. This would ground education in real circumstances, within prevailing social situations and practices.

There will also be some situations when personal re�ection will not be enough, especially when we are engaging with social norms and

traditions that have been prevalent for long. Learners will then have to reach out to knowledge developed by others over centuries. The

basic habit of personal re�ective response will remain, but it will be scaffolded with a lot of theoretical reasoning and new or revised

principles. That will be the next stage of the curriculum.

The next time someone says, “I am like this only!” we should �gure out a way to put the thought that they are not stuck with this character

and move them from, “I am like this only” to “Do I like being like this?” This opens a gateway to transformation, hence learning.
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